
BANKURA UNIVERSITY 

Dept.of Sanskrit 

B.A (Honours) 

AHSNS201C-3 

Group A- Shityadarpaa (6th Chapter) 

  1X10= 10 out of 3(long question)  

  1X5=5 out of 2(short note or explanation) 

Group B- Shityadarpaa (10th Chapter) 

  1X5=5 out of 2(Definition of Alakra) 

  1X5=5 out of 2(Alakra niraya) 

  1X5=5 out of 2(differences between alakra) 

Group C- Sanskrit Poetics 

  5X2=10 out of 7(short question) 

The questions from group B must be answered in Sanskrit language with Devanagari script. 

Students must answer at least two short questions from Group C in Sanskrit language with 

Devanagari script.  

Questions would be in Sanskrit language with Devanagari script. 

AHSNS202C-4 

Group A- Abhijanaakuntalam 

Group B- Svapnavsavadattam 

1X10 = 10 out of 3( long question from group A and group B) 

1X5= 5 out of 2( explanation from group A) 

   1X5=5 out of 2( explanation from group B) 

   1X5=5 out of 2( amplification from group A and group B) 

  Grammatical notes from group A and group B (full marks=5) 



  5X2=10 out of 7 ( short questions from group A and group B) 

    [ Pr to Sanskrit, Sanskrit to Prakrit, figure of    

  speech, textual questions]    

Here questions of explanations, amplifications and grammatical notes must be answered in 

Sanskrit language with Devanagari script. Students must answer at least two short questions in 

Sanskrit language with Devanagari script. 

Questions would be in Sanskrit language with Devanagari script. 

AHSNS203GE-2/ APSNS201C-1B 

Group A - Raghuvaa 

       1X10=10 out of 3(long question) 

      1X5= 5 out of 2 (explanation) 

     1X5= 5 out of 2(amplification)  

Group-B- Chandomanjar

 2X5= 10 out of 3(Definition of meters with examples) 

  5X2= 10 out of 7 ( short questions from group A group B)

  [ students must answer 2 questions from Chandomanjar and 1 question from  

  Raguvasa. Questions would be varied from chando-niraya, yati, gaa and  

  textual questions.] 

    Here students must answered questions of explanation and amplifications from group A 

in Sanskrit with Devanagari script.  

Questions would be in Sanskrit language with Devanagari script and in Bangla language. 

 

 

 

 

 


